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Dear Humanitarians, I call you Humanitarians 

because you have been called to assist The Divine in 

bringing forth the Golden Age of Mankind. You 

were called and appointed before you were born to 

be a Humanitarian at this time. This pivotal labor we 

are called to perform is to bring Humanity out of the 

darkness and into the light of a new dawn for 

mankind. 

 

Many of you heart-centered people are awakening to 

your calling as a Humanitarian. As you respond to 

this awakening, you may be seeking and wanting to 

find a place where you belong, so you can dive into 

your Humanitarian projects with like-minded people. 

Most of us are not aware of the tools we need and 

where they can be found, but you will find those 

tools here in our Love Won Society Action Plans. 

 

 

If this message strikes a chord in your heart, then 

this is where you belong. If it resonates with you 



then you have been led here by the Spirit. Our 

Platform has been created through divine guidance 

to prepare you and give you the tools you will need 

to accomplish your Humanitarian plans. Now here 

you are, standing tall in your Sovereignty, ready to 

engage in your life-altering experience in service to 

mankind. There is no greater joy to the Divine than 

when you are in service to your fellow man. So, we 

have created the tools to accomplish this for you. 

 

 

The Love Won action plans that are presented here, 

have been downloaded to servants of the most high 

creator. It is by Divine guidance that you are now 

being presented with the tools for your 

consideration. The Love Won Action Plans include;  

 

➢ Revenue Sharing Solutions (RSS) 

➢ Community Assistance Centers (CAC) 

➢ Private Homme Funding (PHF)  

➢ Economic Stabilization System (ESS)  

➢ International Commodity Clearing Houses 

(ICCH) 

 



These Action Plans will assist you to manage and 

enhance your Humanitarian projects. These Plans 

will consume a large portion of your huge 

Humanitarian funds. As you study and become 

familiar with the action plans you will see for 

yourself that there has been a Divine guidance in 

how they work together. The only additional piece 

required to complete the LWS action plans is YOU, 

a heavenly called Humanitarian with a sacred heart. 

We provide you with a free vehicle to drive down 

the road of success to your humanitarian destination. 

 

 

The first thing I would like to state about the 

LWS Action Plans is that, if and when you 

receive your Redemption Funds, none of your 

money goes to Love Won Society. All of your 

money stays under your control in the Quantum 

Financial System for you and your humanitarian 

projects. We will use the QFS as if it is a bank that 

supports our projects.  

 

Each Humanitarian also needs to know that the 

Alliance has set up its plan for the distribution of 

wealth to mankind. They are giving us the tools to 



use to accomplish this task. Love Won Society was 

downloaded to the earth for Humanitarians to use in 

the distribution of the Alliance funds.  

 

Only vetted Humanitarians will receive 

redemption funds. 

 

 Just because you purchased Zim Bonds and believe 

you are a humanitarian is not sufficient to receive 

redemption funds. You must be educated and 

conversant in the Love Won Society Action Plans 

(LWS) and be vetted by the Alliance to receive the 

funds. This is not an arrogant declaration by LWS, 

this is in harmony with the Alliance plan. To receive 

huge sums of money, the Alliance will need you to 

prove that you will not abuse the funds. It is too 

important. How you conduct your life is the saliant 

factor that must show you have the Love Quotient 

and willingness to adhere to the Alliance plan. These 

are the things they will use to vet you. The Alliance 

knows who you are and everything about you. 

Exhibiting “Power Over Other People” because you 

have money is not tolerated by the Alliance. If you 

want to test this proclamation out, I suggest you 

disengage with Love Won Society and check it out 



on your own. It is the Alliance Plan and they will not 

change it for anyone, so I suggest you do not try. 

 

Personal use of Redemption Funds needs 

clarification. 

 

As the Sovereign who receives redemption funds, 

LOVE needs to be the driving force. Can you use 

these funds for yourself and your family, the answer 

is yes. Loving yourself is a major factor in receiving 

your funds. If you use the funds from a Love 

perspective then you are taking care of yourself. 

 

It is like flying in a commercial Airline. If there is a 

sudden decompression and the oxygen masks fall for 

your use, you are told to put the mask on yourself 

and then tend to children and others. Why, because 

you can not help others unless you have taken care 

of yourself first. 

 

As a Managing Director, as explained below, you 

must take care of yourself. If you think that you 

must sacrifice to be sure others get what they need, 

you are exhibiting a lack mentality. The Alliance 

does not judge you for the use of funds for yourself. 



The money you use for yourself is not money that 

could have been used for someone else. You will 

always have more than sufficient for your needs. Get 

yourself out of the Lack Mentality, which is the 

present way of thinking, and come into the 

Abundance Mentality that society is moving up to. 

Lead the way in your thoughts and actions. You 

were chosen because of who you are and have 

shown your willingness to serve others. If you would 

like the house on the hill, buy it. If you would like 

an expensive car, buy it. The money is yours to take 

care of your needs. If you spend money for 

aggrandizement, making you feel more important 

than others, you have crossed over into the 

inappropriate use of the funds. 

 

The RSS Platform will provide a way for you to set 

aside living expenses as a Managing Director. Set up 

your Humanitarian programs the way you would like 

by being abundant in your thinking. Be appropriate 

as you feel but be abundant. The word “Yes” should 

be used more than the word “No.” The Alliance has 

chosen you because you have the correct way of 

thinking about the use of the funds or you would not 

have been chosen. 



--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Here are the Five Action Plans explained that 

Love Won Society created to assist you.  

 

Once your Redemption Funds arrive, the 

implementation phase starts with the first RSS plan 

as it forms the foundation for the rest of the plans. 

You can then choose one or more of the other plans 

depending on the funds you receive at your 

appointment and the workload you want to take 

upon yourself.  

 

The Revenue Sharing Solution Internet platform 

(RSS) 

 

One of the biggest problems you will encounter is 

the distribution of wealth to the people. The RSS 

platform has been specifically designed to help 

Humanitarians distribute their funds to assist the 

type of work they are to accomplish.  

 

Managing Directors 

 



When a Zim or Bond Holder utilizes the Love Won 

Society software to implement the Action Plans, we 

refer to them as Managing Directors. As a 

Managing Director, you will be giving money to 

people in an organized and effective way that helps 

the receiver retain their dignity while receiving their 

funds. This is not a handout, it is a lift-up, 

financially.  

 

The RSS Electronic Platform/Beneficiary 

Accounts 

 

The Beneficiary account is for everyone in the 

world. To become a Beneficiary, you must be 

referred by a Beneficiary already in the program. 

The referring Beneficiary has an ID# that is used by 

a new Beneficiary to register. Word of mouth 

referrals will be the fastest way the program will 

grow. There are no limits as to where you refer a 

new Beneficiary. Anywhere in the world that has the 

internet is where you can refer a person to become a 

Beneficiary. 

 



The registration form will be on a webpage found in 

the new Quantum Internet System. It is private for 

members and their referral persons.  

 

The Platform does not hold funds in the RSS 

Beneficiary accounts.  It is just a leger process that 

downloads the representation of the digital funds 

into a Beneficiary’s accounts.  

 

As the Managing Director, you will establish a 

Master Account from which funds can be drawn. 

The Beneficiary will establish a QFS account to 

receive their funds so they can be used. Don’t 

confuse the Managing Director’s function to pay out 

redemption funds, and the Beneficiary account that 

receives the funds. This is the way we Managing 

Directors get funds to those individuals that sign up 

as a Beneficiary. Again, the platform will be secured 

by integration into the Quantum Internet that houses 

the new Quantum Financial System. The RSS 

software program acts as an accounting ledger 

attached to the Quantum Financial System (QFS). 

The Beneficiary’s Account is an account set up in 

the Quantum Financial Service by the Beneficiary. 

This is an organized, automatic payment that 

https://qfs2020.com/the-qfs


relieves the Humanitarian from doing payroll or 

other time-consuming money distribution duties. 

The digital funds are downloaded at 10 Cents per 

minute into the Beneficiary Account. 

 

Managing Directors (MD) will have very little 

control as the Beneficiary can refer anyone at any 

time anywhere in the world. This RSS Program can 

be adapted to do many things in support of your 

projects.  

 

As an RSS Managing Director, your funds will be 

kept in your RSS master account that is linked to the 

RSS platform computer. The funds stay in the 

Master Account until they are called for by the 

beneficiaries to be distributed to the Beneficiary’s 

QFS account, which the Beneficiary sets up to 

receive their funds.  

 

There are no fees associated with the use of the RSS 

platform, it is free to use. No one, including myself 

or anyone associated with Love Won Society, makes 

money off the RSS platform. It is my humanitarian 

project that can be used by Humanitarians for their 

Humanitarian endeavors. 



 

 

For more detailed RSS information, Click Here.  

 

Community Assistance Centers Action Plan 

(CAC)  

 

The greatest humanitarian work will be done at the 

local level in Communities. The Community 

Assistance Centers is the major vehicle Managing 

Directors will use to bring a wide range of programs 

and services to support the community. The plan 

uses an organization of managers called Directors. 

The smallest organized geographical area is a 

community. This is why the Plan is called a 

Community Assistance Center. The Director of the 

CAC will set up an office as the base of operations 

for his geographical Community.  

 

 

As a Community Assistance Center, this is the 

public’s visible location for the Plan. The duties of a 

Director are many. The location in a city or a rural 

area will dictate their varied responsibilities. 

However, the office’s main responsibility is to offer 

https://qfs2020.com/step-1-rss-training-1


Employee Agreement Accounts (EAA) to service-

oriented businesses that support the community, 

such as local restaurants, Health food stores, or a 

mechanic shop. Small service businesses need to 

stay in business because they support the 

community. Coordination between the Director and 

the Managing Director, who are the two people who 

will establish policies to help guide a Director in 

his/her work, is the most important business 

relationship for the implementation of the CAC 

Program. The Director will work with the Business 

owner, to establish Employee Agreements Accounts 

for the employees. The RSS Platform will play a 

dual role in downloading the per-minute funds 

established by the Boss and the Director for the 

payroll account. This is the new way that employees 

will be paid. The business owner is the boss and can 

pay his employees as he wishes through the 

employees registering as a Beneficiary in the RSS 

Program. The RSS Beneficiary Program then takes 

over the bosses’ payroll. The funds can be 

withdrawn at any time when there are funds in the 

Beneficiary‘s account. 

 



Each community, city, county, and state would have 

a Director, who oversees Directors down to the 

Community Director level. Each Director can have 

as many assistants as they need to accomplish their 

planned activities. The CAC Director will be the 

GO-To guy in the community to provide grants and 

funds to support the community’s growth and 

development.  

 

Implementation of the new NESARA/GESARA 

Governance for all Countries will take place. 

 

Many of the present Government roles will be taken 

over by CACs as the changes in the 

NESARA/GESARA Governance take place. There 

will be no Income or property Taxes to support 

local, County/Province, State, and National 

Governance. These government entities will only get 

funds from the Sales Tax of non-essential items. 

They will not have enough funds to support there 

present governmental activities. This is where the 

CAC Directors will help subsidize the duties that the 

local government won’t be able to handle due to the 

lack of income. 

 



This role will be assumed by purchasing things like 

Firefighting equipment and Fire stations and 

establishing privately owned and operated 

businesses that will take over government 

departments that will not have enough money to 

fund these services. The CAC Directors will put 

these people on Employee Agreements Account so 

that the communities will continue to have these 

services provided. IE, Fire, Police, EMS, DoT, Etc. 

 

As the CAC expands into many Directors at 

different management levels, you as the Managing 

Directors will be delegating responsibilities. The 

main work for you is finding and training new 

Directors to fill the growing needs. Love Won 

Society will provide videos to train Directors for 

each level required in support of the CAC program. 

 

 

When the Managing Director wants to begin a CAC, 

they start with one community director. It builds up 

from there. The plan can be fully implemented or 

organized at different levels depending on the 

Managing Director and the funds they have to work 



with. Information about the CAC Action Plan details 

can be found Here. 

 

The Private Home Funding (PFH) Program 

 

The sanctity of one’s home must be held 

inviolable. It stands as the basis of security in the 

raising of one’s family. The Alliance has tasked 

LWS with streamlining and standardizing a housing 

solution that will operate in harmony with the 

incoming NESARA Law and Governance.  

 

To solve these challenges, LWS has devised the 

Private Home Funding Program (PHF) that will 

facilitate home purchases and refinances in 

conjunction with the RSS Beneficiary Program 

(RSS). Like the RSS, the PHF will be administered 

through the RSS platform and will reduce these 

once convoluted transactions down to a 

straightforward agreement between the buyer, the 

seller, and the Quantum Financial System, overseen 

by Quantum Consciousness (God Consciousness). 

 

The exchange of a property in the PHF is similar in 

concept to the ‘For Sale by Owner’ programs that 

https://qfs2020.com/step-2-cac
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exist now. The purchase agreement between the 

buyer and seller can be consolidated into an adapted 

Bill of Sale, like the simplicity of buying a car on 

Craigslist. This PHF process does away with the 

government overseeing the Home Title that was 

previously used to conform to the Taxation structure 

that the Deep State created. Never again will there 

be any entity that can put liens on Homes for 

nonpayment of taxes. No one outside the buyer and 

the seller will have access to the documentation. The 

document that transfers the Title will be held in the 

RSS Platform, in the Personnel Office of both the 

Buyer and the Seller. Details will be forthcoming as 

procedures are given to LWS. 

 

It has been communicated by the Alliance that the 

quickest and simplest way to help beneficiaries take 

advantage of these PHF programs is to first fund the 

payoff of any existing mortgage debt. NESARA or 

GESARA will forgive all Mortgages that created a 

lone for your home by monetizing your Promissory 

Note, which is your money, and then making you 

pay off the Mortgage including interest. The 

Alliance will help us with the payoff of mortgages 

that are part of the NESARA law. 



This process will be administered by the Managing 

Director through the Beneficiary’s back office. Once 

this is executed and a homeowner’s title is free and 

clear, the homeowner can proceed with either selling 

the home or refinancing it through the PHF program.  

 

Upon funding of a PHF program, the title will be 

essentially ‘tokenized’ in the QFS and homeowners 

will have established unalienable ownership of their 

property. The transaction will be housed in the QFS 

for a permanent record of the transfer of Title. 

Beneficiaries will now enjoy direct control and 

access to not only their money but also the Title of 

their homes within the Quantum Financial System. 

The QFS will hold the Title of the Home and the 

Documents for the transaction will be in the Personal 

Office of the Buyer and the Seller for reference 

when needed. The funds to pay for the home will 

come with an increase in the per-minute download in 

the RSS Platform. With this approach, the new 

GESARA Governance will yield to the PHF process 

of buying and selling homes. Governments of any 

nation will no longer be in control of any Real Estate 

Title. Information on the Private Home Funding 

(PHF) can be found here. 

https://qfs2020.com/step-3-phf
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The Economic Stabilization System Action Plan 

(ESS) 

 

 

This Economic Stabilization System Action Plan can 

use up a lot of funds. The basic premise behind this 

Plan is, that if we purchase everything that a 

business can produce and we use the current 

distribution system for that product, then we can 

control the price of the item, from the suppliers of 

items required to build a product to the consumer 

who purchases the item. This means that we contract 

every supplier from the mining of raw material to 

the manufacturers of the end products. Because we 

have no profit incentive, we can serve the consumers 

with a fair price for what they get. Those prices will 

change very little from year to year. We get to be the 

buffer between the good years and bad years to 

STABILIZE the profitability of all persons 

involved in the production and distribution of the 

item. This goes for Farmers and their crops. 

 



To accomplish this goal, we will establish contracts 

to purchase all items company produces for 

manufacturers in the various sectors of the economy. 

The real problem is convincing Corporate Heads to 

implement this Action Plan. Large Manufacturing 

Corporations may resist this move because once a 

Corporation signs a contract with us to purchase all 

the Company can make, it will change the way 

Corporation does business forever. Once the 

Corporation accepts our proposal, it would be very 

costly and perhaps impossible to go back to the way 

they were doing business before. That is not an 

impossible dilemma, there is a solution that is a Win, 

Win for all concerned. To create credibility in the 

Plan, we would have to offer them a Contract 

Performance Bond to cover our participation in the 

Contract. That means we put ten years of Annual 

Payments into a Bond that can secure the terms of 

the Contract. This Bond is renewed each year for 

another ten years. 

 

If our Managing Directors go for the $500,000 per 

Zim redemption rate we are suggesting, just one 100 

trillion dollar Zim Bond, you would get 50 

Quintillion. If you asked for a Structured Payout of 



10% of the Principal every year, paid out quarterly 

you would get, $1.25 Quintillion per quarter. The 

world economy is $80 to $120 Trillion per year. 

Many of our members have huge numbers of 

1Trillion Zim Bonds to redeem, especially if the 

have Yottalillion Notes: each one of our Managing 

Directors will have a quarterly payment that exceeds 

the total world economy for a full year Click for 

more info on the Structured Payout.  

 

If you were to put the excess of what you did not use 

per quarter into an Escrow account and set it aside to 

pay off any claims against your Performance Bond, 

you would have been accumulating a horrendous 

balance in that account each year.  

 

Consuming the amount of a quarterly payout for 

your Humanitarian projects would be very difficult 

to do for a year or two or maybe three. There is your 

bond money, and if your Structured payments keep 

coming, which they will, you will never have to 

withdraw any of that money. It will just sit there, but 

you will use it as a bond to create credibility in the 

ESS Action Plan. Nothing is wasted. The 

https://qfs2020.com/structured-payout-system
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Performance Bond is renewed by Managing 

Directors every year for another 10 years.  

 

The Action Plan uses the Employee Agreement 

Account to pay their labor force. We could even 

double their salary or hourly rate. It does not matter 

to us, we have the funds Correct? The labor force 

would still be under the management of their Human 

Resource Department. Details for this are in the ESS 

document found here. 

 

Our price for the items they produce would be their 

wholesale price less a five-year average of labor 

costs per item. The corporation makes its profits on 

the wholesale price we pay and that pays for all the 

supplies to manufacture its products and pays for its 

overhead and the salaries of upper management. And 

if the economy grows as fast as it should, we give 

them zero-interest loans against the Performance 

Bonds to expand their production. We buy all they 

can produce because more retail sales are coming as 

the world economy expands with the new funds 

becoming available to the consumers. Again, you 

can find more details in the ESS document found 

here. 

https://qfs2020.com/step-4-ess
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The International Commodity Clearing Houses 

Action Plan (ICCH) 

 

This is the mother of all Humanitarian plans, it is 

huge. The plan is to establish Clearing houses all 

over the world. The houses will be networked 

together by a large computer network and housed in 

the Quantum Computer. Did you know that the 

Quantum Computer will be available for our use, 

like a Cloud application? It is big enough to run the 

new Quantum Internet System like the World Wide 

Web. 

 

The computer network will keep track of inventories 

in each clearinghouse. If there is a shortage of 

commodities in one area due to a bad growing year, 

a search of the availability in the system will show 

where the commodities are located that can be 

identified and sent to the locations where there are 

shortages. The system will transport the commodity 

to where it can be used. It will be a worldwide 

service that is free to use. Reliable people in a 

particular commodity market can apply for and be 

granted access to the system. A normal distribution 



channel can be used for transportation. It is expected 

that transport-sized anti-gravity machines will be 

produced that can transport the commodity in 

minutes anywhere in the world.  

 

If your mind can go there, think about a more 

Galactic approach for us, where our Earth products 

can be shipped to intergalactic locations. This might 

be down the road aways, but this is the Alliance’s 

plan for the future.  

 

The Action Plan for the International Commodity 

Clearing Houses can be used for almost anything 

that needs to be stored and shipped, without all the 

hassle that now exists. More information on the 

ICCH can be found here.  

 

All links in this article are found here 

RSS Revenue Sharing Solutions 

CAC Community Assistance Centers 

Private Home Funding Program  

ESS Economic Stabilization System 

ICCH International Clearing Houses 

Structured Payout System 

Quantum Financial System 
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